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Who the heck am I?
● Born and raised in Orlando, Florida
● BS in Physics from Florida State University
● MFA in Digital Production Arts from Clemson University
● Began as a VFX artist in animated films and transitioned into games in 2015
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What the heck am I going to talk about?
● Building ‘intention’ in the workplace

○ Working with empathy
■ Communication

● Within your team
● Across other disciplines

■ Collaboration

● How to own and embrace failure
○ Understand why we fear failure
○ Learn how we can use it to our advantage instead
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Ship! Finally!
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Why the heck does it matter?
1. Flexibility is a necessary tool, not  a nice-to-have
2. VFX art ists are often catch all art ists anyways so we need to be more ďexible
3. Must work together to be efĎcient
4. The process is complicated enough, make yourself less difĎcult  in the process
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How the heck do we do this?

Within the VFX team

With other departments

Giving/Gett ing feedback

When to push, when to 
step aside

What do you bring to 
the table?
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Within the VFX team

With other departments

Giving/Getting feedback

When to push, when to 
step aside

What do you bring to 
the table?

Communication

What does it  teach us?

Why are we scared of it?

How do we embrace it?

Collaboration K┌Ğ▓̇İż└ś
a˙ż≡Ĳ▓ą



Communication:
The Powerhouse of the cellTeam
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com · mu · ni · ca · tion
/kəˌmyo ͞onəˈkāSH(ə)n/
noun

- a process by which information is 
exchanged between individuals through 
a common system of symbols, signs, or 
behaviors

● Communicating within the VFX 
team

● Communicating with other 
departments

● Giving and receiving feedback
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Note: Might  be hard to do given team distribution/layout

1. Talk (yes literally TALK) to people, ask quest ions, clarify before diving in

2. Check in with teams coming before and after you in the pipe

3. Be ďexible!

4. The more you show these skills, the more colleagues will t rust  and rely on you
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Giving feedback
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Be mindful of where 
people are coming 

from

● Background
● Native language
● Experience
● Culture 

Be flexible in your 
approaches

Be ďexible in your 
approaches

● Verbal feedback
● Written feedback
● Supporting visuals
● Think about why they might be struggling
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Receiving feedback

Donðt  take it  
personally

● Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
● Sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore

Cðest  la vie

Ask for clarity

Don’t be afraid to 
‘yes-and’ ideas

● Sometimes it  will be personal
● Try to understand why the feedback was given the way it  was

● Sometimes people just  want  what  they want  and itðs your job to 
give it  to them

● In the long run, it will be better
● Don’t be afraid to get what you need
● Will help build the other person's’ feedback-giving skills

● Dependent  on where you are in the project
● Building off of others ideas shows init iat ive and investment
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col · lab · o · rate
/  kə-ˈla-bə-ˌrāt /
verb

- to cooperate with or willingly assist  an 
enemy of one's country and especially an 
occupying force

● When to push and when to step 
aside

● Figure out  what  you bring to the 
table beyond your ability to 
complete a task



Are you there Ego? It’s me, the artist.
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● If you t ruly believe in something make your 
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● If you see a problem come with a solut ion
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● Know when youðre Ďghting a losing bat t le
● Understand that  your voice isnðt  always the 

most  important  in the room
● Understand that  sometimes you need to 

lift  others up instead
● You canðt  always reinvent  the wheel, even if 

the wheel is broken



What are you bringing to the table?
(everyone can’t just bring cups)
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What makes you You!
● You and your experiences hold value

● Think about  what  you can do that  others canðt:
○ Are you a great  explainer?

○ Do you stay calm under pressure?

○ Are you good at  making people laugh?

○ Do you have strong empathy skills?

● Build on your strengths to broaden your opportunit ies for collaborat ion.



K┌Ğ▓̇ İ ż└śыa˙ ż≡Ĳ▓ąУ
k║ė ы♠║ы≡ąĖą≡ыĲ▌ыĞģыř˙≡≡ż└śыč║ė └С



ř˙ż≡ыЪыĲ▓ą
/ˈfālyər/
noun

- a state of inability to perform a Ðnormalð 
funct ion

- a fracturing or giving way under st ress



fail · ure
/ˈfālyər/
noun

- a state of inability to perform a Ðnormalð 
funct ion

- a fracturing or giving way under st ress

● What does it  teach us?
● Why are we scared of it?
● How do we embrace it?



What can we learn from failure?









Ñą˙▓└ыř▓║┌ыÑ║◄◄ ● Sometimes the only way to level 
up is to fail.

● You learn more from failing -
what to do and what  not  to do.

● You may have failed, but  that  
does not  mean you are a failure.
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Why are we afraid of failure?

this is you
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this is you
you are very small and very stressed
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Fear of 
punishment

aą˙▓ы║řы♠űąы
ż└čĲ◄♠▓ģ
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Fear of 
punishment

aą˙▓ы║řы♠űąы
ż└čĲ◄♠▓ģ

Ï ║Ĳыřąą≡ы◄♠Ĳ▌żč



Why are we afraid of failure?

å ˙↕ą◄ыż┌▌║◄♠ą▓ы◄ģ└č▓║┌ąыė ║▓◄ą

aą˙▓ы║řы
▌Ĳ└ż◄ű┌ą└♠

aą˙▓ы║řы♠űąы
ż└čĲ◄♠▓ģ

Ï ║Ĳыřąą≡ы◄♠Ĳ▌żč



How to be OK with not being OK.



k║ė ы♠║ыĞąыñÅыė ż♠űы└║♠ыĞąż└śыñÅС
1. Remember what  it  teaches you.





● Sometimes the only way to level up is to fail.
● You learn more from failing - what to do and what 

not to do.
● You may have failed, but that does not mean you 

are a failure.
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How to be OK with not being OK.
1. Remember what  it  teaches you.
2. Challenge yourself to fail. Try out  of spite
3. Understand that  everyone else feels like you do (psst , this is called empathy)

4. Fake it  Ðt il you make it !



k║ė ы♠║ыĞąыñÅыė ż♠űы└║♠ыĞąż└śыñÅС
1. Remember what  it  teaches you.
2. Challenge yourself to fail. Try out  of spite
3. Understand that  everyone else feels like you do (psst , this is called empathy)

4. Fake it  ‘t il you make it !

You got  this!



»̇ ↕ąыż♠ыĞ̇ İ↕ы└║ė ыģт̇ ≡≡С
(cha cha real smooth)



Êű˙♠ы♠űąыűąİ↕ыė ˙◄ы♠űż◄ы♠̇ ≡↕ы̇Ğ║Ĳ♠Ты̇ś˙ż└Ш
● Building Ðintentionð in the workplace

○ Working with empathy
■ Communicat ion

● Within your team
● Across other disciplines

■ Collaborat ion

● How to own and embrace failure
○ Understand why we fear failure
○ Learn how we can use it  to our advantage instead



Questions? Pop ‘em in the chat!
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